A Molecular Dynamics Study of the Generation of Ethanol for Insulating Paper Pyrolysis †
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Abstract: Cellulosic insulation paper is usually used in oil-immersed transformer insulation systems. In this study, the molecular dynamics method based on reaction force field (ReaxFF) was used to simulate the pyrolysis process of a cellobiose molecular model. Through a series of ReaxFF-Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, the generation path of ethanol at the atomic level was studied. Because the molecular system has hydrogen bonding, force-bias Monte Carlo (fbMC) is mixed into ReaxFF to reduce the cost of calculation by reducing the sampled data. In order to ensure the reliability of the simulation, a model composed of 20 cellobioses and a model composed of 40 cellobioses were respectively established for repeated simulation in the range of 500–3000 K. The results show that insulating paper produced ethanol at extreme thermal fault, and the intermediate product of vinyl alcohol is the key to the aging process. It is also basically consistent with others' previous experiment results. So it can provide an effective reference for the use of ethanol as an indicator to evaluate the aging condition of transformers.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing of the environmental and economical awareness in the energy transmission system, the reliability and economical operation of the power transmission equipment become more and more important in the future [1,2]. Mineral-oil-immersed transformers are widely used in high-voltage transmission systems due to their high insulation strength and long service life. The safe and reliable operation of power systems depends on the condition monitoring and timely maintenance of power transmission and transformation equipment [3]. As the key equipment of power transmission and distribution, the failure of the transformer may lead to serious power system accidents [4,5]. In the event of an extreme transformer failure, its internal temperature can reach more than 700 °C [5]. It results in the irreversible aging of the oil-paper insulation system and then induces various faults. Paper/oil insulation systems include insulating oil and insulating paper. Insulation oil can be purified periodically by regeneration, reconditioning, or changing. However, insulating paper cannot be replaced, it is of great significance to detect the aging status of insulating paper [6]. The degree of polymerization (DP) is the direct parameter to evaluate the aging status of insulating paper. However, the DP cannot be directly measured in the actual transformer operation [7,8]. The aging of insulating paper will produce a variety of products, such as CO, CO2, acids, low molecular acids, water, aldehydes, and alcohols. Furfural indicator is one of the common methods to evaluate the transformer aging condition. It is susceptible to various operating conditions and cannot accurately reflect the aging situation of local hot spots [9]. Thus, it is of great significance to seek some aging
indicators that can compensate for the existing aging indicators to improve the accuracy of transformer insulation aging evaluation.

Jalbert et al. isolated and identified more than 30 products of aging degradation of insulating paper by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [10]. Their results showed that ethanol was a relatively stable aging degradation product of insulating paper. It also showed that an ethanol indicator could be used to characterize the degradation of insulating paper performance [10]. The research results of Fernandez et al. were also consistent with this view [11]. Matharage et al. used gas chromatography and ion trap mass spectrometer to detect methanol in aging insulating paper [12]. Jalbert et al. also summarized methanol had a role as an indicator of cellulosic solid insulation aging in transformer mineral oil, and it was expected that in the future it would be in routine use by utilities [13]. Rodriguez-Celis et al. found that the presence of ethanol during transformer oil analysis was of high interest because it can be related to a thermal fault or hot spot within the solid insulation [14]. Some studies adopt an experimental analysis method, which cannot reflect the mechanism of producing ethanol.

In recent years, with the development of molecular simulation technology, many chemical micro phenomena can be better described. The calculation method based on quantum mechanics is a method to study chemical reactions with high precision, which is widely used in exploration of the process of biomass conversion reaction [15]. However, the use of the quantum mechanics method has certain limitations because of the huge amount of calculation, the range of application in 100 atoms model, and the shorter dimension [16]. Duin et al. proposed a molecular reactive dynamics field named ReaxFF. In contrast to previous molecular simulations in the literatures, the ReaxFF was used to describe the atomic interactions, which allows dynamic bond scission and bond formation [17]. The ReaxFF-MD method can clearly describe the structural changes of reactants and reveal the reaction mechanism. It has been increasingly applied in many monomolecular systems and complex molecular systems. Paajanen et al. used the ReaxFF-MD method to study high-temperature decomposition of the cellulose molecule [18]. Zheng et al. used ReaxFF molecular dynamics to reveal the initial reaction mechanism of cellulose pyrolysis [19]. Zhang et al. used ReaxFF-MD to study the pyrolysis mechanism of oleic-type triglycerides [20]. In conclusion, the ReaxFF-MD method has extensive application, and it provides a new approach for the research of transformer aging mechanisms in the electrical field.

The degradation of insulating paper performance mainly comes from thermal aging. Because the local hot spot fault has the characteristics of instantaneous high temperature, high temperature pyrolysis is used to accelerate thermal aging, instead of oxidation/hydrolysis. The aging mechanism of insulating paper can be obtained by simulating the pyrolysis of insulating paper at the atomic level. In this paper, the ReaxFF-MD method is used for the calculation of the insulation paper in oil-immersed transformer insulation systems, and studies the formation path and the performance of ethanol in the transformer aging process. So it provides theoretical support for ethanol as the new indicator of transformer aging by analyzing the feasibility of ethanol as a new indicator of transformer aging.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Construction

A suitable molecular model is very important for reaction molecular dynamics. Moreover, it is impractical to build a model that is completely consistent with the reality. An approximate model can not only get the correct calculation results, but also reduce the difficulty of building the model. Cellulose is the main component of the insulation paper. In addition, celllobiose is the repeating unit of cellulose [21], and the DP of new insulation paper is between 1000 and 1200 [22]. However, it is impractical to model molecules with thousands of DPs directly. Mezeau had simulated on the different DP value and then found that DP had no impact on the simulation results [23]. Hence, this paper aimed to study the generation path of ethanol molecules. In order to save calculation cost, a
molecular model with repetitive unit (cellobiose) was established. The major atoms of cellobiose were labeled for analysis, which was shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The labeling diagram of cellobiose.](image)

### 2.2. ReaxFF Principle

The ReaxFF reaction field calculates the bond order of two atoms by the distance. Then it determines the connection of two atoms by the bond order at the current moment. ReaxFF divides the general system energy ($E_{\text{system}}$) into various potential energy contributions [17], as can be expressed as in Equation (1). $E_{\text{bond}}$ denotes the bond energy. $E_{\text{val}}$ and $E_{\text{pen}}$ denote valence angle and penalty energy terms. $E_{\text{tors}}$ denotes torsion angle energy. $E_{\text{conj}}$ denotes the contribution of conjugation effects to molecular energy. $E_{\text{over}}$ and $E_{\text{under}}$ denote the atom over-coordination and under-coordination terms. $E_{\text{vdWaals}}$ denotes non-bonded van der Waals interactions, and $E_{\text{Coulomb}}$ denotes Coulomb interactions. The ReaxFF potential function calculates the distance between atoms and the bond positions at the next moment according to the changes of atomic parameters. Then it determines the connection between the atoms. Finally, it judges the formation or fracture of chemical bonds in molecules. Therefore, the cyclic iteration method is used to simulate the chemical reaction process.

$$E_{\text{system}} = E_{\text{bond}} + E_{\text{over}} + E_{\text{under}} + E_{\text{val}} + E_{\text{pen}} + E_{\text{tors}} + E_{\text{conj}} + E_{\text{vdWaals}} + E_{\text{Coulomb}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

### 2.3. Simulation Details

In this paper, Amsterdam Modeling Suite (AMS) [24], a molecular dynamics simulation software, is used to simulate the pyrolysis of oil-immersed transformer insulating paper [25]. A molecular model of cellobiose was established according to the labeling diagram of cellobiose as shown in Figure 2a. The carbon atom is black, oxygen atom is red, and hydrogen atom is white. Molecular Orbital Package [26] was used for initial optimization of molecules. In order to make the initial optimized molecules more reasonable, the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) module is used for geometry optimization. Because cellobiose molecules contain only C, H, and O elements, the generalized gradient approximation-Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) functional and double zeta + 1 polarization function (DZP) basis set was selected. The optimized cellobiose molecule is shown in Figure 2b and the related energy minimization curve is shown in Figure 3.
A molecular model with a density of 0.69 g/cm³ was built, which respectively contained 20, 40, and 60 cellobiose molecules as shown in Figure 4a. Geometric optimization was carried out under the isothermal–isobaric ensemble (NPT), and the density of the model was adjusted to 1.59 g/cm³ after equilibrium stability [27]. Finally, relaxation optimization was carried out on the optimized model under the canonical ensemble (NVT). After the geometry and relaxation optimization of the system, an initial amorphous cell respectively containing 20 and 40 cellobiose was established, the energy was minimized and the density of model was adjusted to 1.59 g/cm³ [28]. After the above treatment, the established molecular model was consistent with the actual situation, as shown in Figure 4b.

ReaxFF sets up different force fields according to the different elements of the simulation system. A matching force field can make the calculation more accurate. The object of this paper only contained C, H, and O elements, so the CHO field [29] of the ReaxFF module was used in all the simulation processes involved. As the transformer in the aging process, the volume was unchanged. The NVT was used to simulate the pyrolysis at high temperature. Sorensen and Voter proposed a dynamic method
of temperature acceleration based on the transition state theory [30]. Molecular dynamics involves the concepts of bond energy and barrier. In addition, both the bond energy and barrier are independent of temperature, and they are the same as long as they are in the same channel. The essence of temperature is the kinetic energy of the internal vibration of molecules and atoms in molecular dynamics, as well as the kinetic energy of the overall translational motion. The method speeds up the molecular transition by raising the temperature, but only allows events to occur at the same temperature as the original. Therefore, the simulation time scale of this method can be extended on one order of magnitude compared with the conventional molecular dynamics. It can maintain the correct dynamic behavior of the original temperature. On the premise of saving calculation cost and keeping reasonable, this simulation modeled in the temperature range of 500–3000 K. In order to ensure the simulation reliability of each model, the other parameters except temperature should be consistent. The simulation duration was set to 100 ps, time step was set to 0.1 fs, and data was recorded every 10 fs. Because this simulation system contained hydrogen bonds, fbMC mixed into ReaxFF made the calculation of molecular system more effective and accurate. The simulation started fbMC every 500 ReaxFF-MD steps, and fbMC ran 500 steps each time.

2.4. Solubility in Mixture

The COSMO-RS module of AMS was used to calculate the thermodynamic properties of ethanol in insulating oil [31,32]. The mole fraction of insulating oil composition should be 1.0 [33]. The solute (ethanol) should have zero molar fraction in the insulating oil. It was possible to calculate the solubility of a solute at a temperature range. The insulating oils consisted of alkane (C_{20}H_{42}), bicyclic alkane (C_{20}H_{38}), and dicyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (C_{20}H_{26}). Its component models are shown in Figure 5a–c and the ethanol model is shown in Figure 5d. The ratio of alkane, bicyclic alkane, and dicyclic aromatic hydrocarbon was set as 6:3:1 according to the composition of mineral insulating oil. The temperature range of the study was set to 298.15 K to 413.15 K (25–140 °C). The stability of ethanol in oil was studied by the solubility of ethanol at various temperatures.
Figure 5. (a) The molecular model of alkanes (C\(_{20}\)H\(_{42}\)); (b) the molecular model of bicyclic alkane (C\(_{20}\)H\(_{38}\)); (c) the molecular model of dicyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (C\(_{20}\)H\(_{26}\)); (d) the molecular model of ethanol.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulation Results of Cellobiose

In the simulation of the cellobiose molecular model, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the curve of different cellobioses to produce ethanol molecules changed with time at different temperatures. For cellobiose samples of 20, no ethanol was produced below 3000 K. For cellobiose samples of 40, no ethanol was found at 2400 K and below, but there were some ethanol molecules at 2600 K, 2800 K, and 3000 K. Analyzing the above graph (figure 6 and figure 7) of the pyrolysis, it shows that ethanol was generated stably only at middle and later stages even under the condition of sufficient samples and 2600 K high temperature. The simulation results show that the increase of temperature can accelerate the production of ethanol. Thus, it is speculated that ethanol, as a new indicator, can more accurately characterize the aging state of local winding hot spots in the actual oil-immersed transformer operation, especially in the case of local high-temperature thermal fault. Comparing with 2FAL indicator, it is an advantage for ethanol.

Figure 6. The curve of 20 cellobioses to produce ethanol molecules.
3.2. Analysis on the Formation Path of Ethanol

The fracture and formation of reactant molecular bonds at different simulation moments were observed through the molecular movement trajectory of cellobiose pyrolysis. Then the formation path of an ethanol molecule was analyzed. The relevant path of ethanol production is shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 7. The curve of 40 cellobioses to produce ethanol molecules.]

![Figure 8. The curve of ethanol molecules.]

For the convenience of analysis, the simulated image is enlarged locally. Then, the specific groups of molecules are highlighted or marked with dotted circles. The broken bonds are dotted. The path to generate ethanol is as follows:

In the case of 2800 K, by tracing the source of the formation of ethanol molecules, it can be found that the main part of the formation of ethanol molecules comes from the -CH$_2$- group connected with C$_5'$ in the 4-pyran ring of cellobiose. As shown in Figure 9a, at 0.1 ps, glycolaldehyde was generated after the C$_1'$-O$_5'$ and C$_4'$-C$_5'$ bond was broken. And then, glyoxal was generated after the H atom connected with C$_6'$ and the H atom of hydroxyl were captured from glycolaldehyde at 0.9 ps as shown in Figure 9b. Because the chemical character of glyoxal was active and extremely unstable, its two aldehyde groups gained H atoms so that it formed HOCH=CHOH, which was unstable. As
shown in Figure 9c, acetylene was generated after HOCH=CHOH lost two hydroxyl groups at 3.47 ps. But the chemical character of acetylene was also active, its two carbon atoms captured H atom and -OH respectively, and then vinyl alcohol was generated at 9.2 ps. As shown in Figure 9d, because of the instability of the vinyl alcohol, ethanol was generated after its two C atoms both captured H atoms from nearby carbon oxides at 13.95 ps. At 2600 K and 3000 K, the cellobiose was also converted into vinyl alcohol, but at these two temperatures, vinyl alcohol reacted with free radicals to produce ethylene, as shown in Figure 9e. Ethylene continued to capture the hydroxyl group from the carbon oxide, as shown in Figure 9f. Because of its unstable structure, the H atom from the nearby chain hydrocarbons was finally captured to form ethanol, as shown in Figure 9g.
3.3. Analysis on the Solubility of Ethanol

The solubility of ethanol in insulating oil from 298.15 K to 413.15 K was obtained through the calculation of COSMS-RS module. The curve of ethanol solubility is shown in Figure 10. It shows that the solubility of ethanol in insulating oil increased with the increase of temperature. In the case of local hot spots, ethanol did not evaporate due to local high temperature, but was more easily dissolved in insulating oil. This feature reduced the error caused by ethanol volatilization, and enabled power engineers to more accurately correlate the ethanol in oil with the local hot spot aging of transformers. Thus, ethanol can be dissolved in oil stably and not volatilized into transformer voids during the aging process, which would characterize ethanol as an effective aging indicator.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the ReaxFF-MD method was applied to simulate the aging process of oil-immersed transformer insulating paper. The trajectory of ethanol production was studied at the atomic level, and the formation of ethanol at different temperatures was analyzed. The results are shown as follows:

(1) Through the above analysis of molecular trajectory, ethanol mainly came from the intermediate product (vinyl alcohol) of cellobiose pyrolysis. Then vinyl alcohol reacted with other groups to produce ethanol. Therefore, the production of ethanol required a secondary reaction from the intermediate product. However, vinyl alcohol was a very unstable chemical. It would automatically become a mixture of vinyl alcohol and acetaldehyde in reality. Therefore, further research on cellulose intermediates is needed.
According to the production curve of ethanol, no stable ethanol was produced in the early stage of cellobiose pyrolysis. However, the formation of ethanol was stable and existed in the whole middle and late stage. In addition, the solubility of ethanol in oil also indicated that high temperature promoted ethanol to dissolve in insulating oil to reduce the error caused by ethanol volatilization. The increase of temperature is closely related to ethanol. In the actual operation of the transformer, the aging of local hot spots is more serious than that of other areas. Ethanol can better reflect the non-uniform aging condition of transformer insulating paper. Therefore, ethanol has incomparable advantages as an indicator of transformer aging. It can reflect the local hot spots of transformer insulation paper more accurately, especially in the case of local high temperature thermal fault. At the same time, its drawback was that it had poor performance in the early stage and the general thermal aging compared with furfural. Therefore, it is necessary to combine ethanol with other indicators for further investigations to make up for the deficiency of ethanol as an indicator. Meanwhile, this study provides an effective theoretical basis for ethanol as a new aging indicator at the atomic level.
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